Abstract Sumo is a web application intended as a template for developers. It is distributed as a Java 'war' file that deploys automatically when placed in a Servlet container's 'webapps' directory. If a user supplies proper credentials, Sumo creates a session-specific Secure Shell connection to the host and a user-specific R session over that connection. Developers may write dynamic server pages that make use of the persistent R session and user-specific file space. The supplied example plots a data set conditional on preferences indicated by the user; it also displays some static text. A companion server page allows the user to interact directly with the R session. Sumo's novel feature set complements previous efforts to supply R functionality over the internet.
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Despite longstanding interest in delivering R functionality over the internet (Hornik, 2011) , embedding R in a web application can still be technically challenging. Anonymity of internet users is a compounding problem, complicating the assignment of persistent sessions and file space. Sumo uses Java servlet technology to minimize administrative burden and requires authentication to allow unambiguous assignment of resources. Sumo has few dependencies and may be readily adapted to create other applications.
Deployment
Use of Sumo requires an internet server with the following:
• users with passworded accounts (Sumo defers to the server for all authentication)
• a system-wide installation of R (http://cran. r-project.org)
• a running instance of a Java servlet container, e.g. Tomcat 6 (http://tomcat.apache.org) 
Architecture
An http request for the web application Sumo defaults to the 'login.jsp' page ( Figure 1 ). Tomcat creates a Java servlet session for the particular connection. 'login.jsp' forwards the supplied credentials to a servlet (not shown) that tries to connect to the local host 2 using Secure Shell. If successful, it immediately opens an R session using R --vanilla 3 , stores pointers to the R session, and forwards the user to 'evaluate.jsp': the core of the application (see Fig Both 'evaluate.jsp' and 'monitor.jsp' use optional Sitemesh technology (http://www.sitemesh. org) to include 'decorate.jsp', which itself includes the header, the footer, and navigation links to 'evaluate.jsp', 'monitor.jsp', and 'logout.jsp'. 'decorate.jsp' also includes 'authorize.jsp', which redirects to 'login.jsp' for non-authenticated requests. Thus decorated, 'evaluate.jsp' and 'monitor.jsp' always include links to each other and are only available to authenticated users.
The key to embedding R in Sumo is the exchange of information between the Java session and the R session. The exchange occurs primarily in 'evaluate.jsp'. Similar to Sweave (Leisch, 2002) , Java Server Pages support alternation between two languages: in this case, html and Java. The R session can be accessed using either language. With respect to Java, 'evaluate.jsp' defines a reference to an object called R that evaluates R code and returns a string result (with or without echo).
<%
String directory = R.evaluate( "writeLines(getwd())",false); %> With respect to html, 'evaluate.jsp' includes Sumo's RTags library (a JSP Tag Library), which allows blocks of R code to be inserted directly within html-like tags.
<%@
taglib prefix="r" uri="/WEB-INF/RTags.tld" %> <r:R silent="true"> library(lattice) Theoph$all <-1 </r:R> <pre> <r:R> head(Theoph) </r:R> </pre> Also included in 'evaluate.jsp' is 'params2r.jsp', which assures that parameters supplied by the user are automatically defined in the R session as either numeric (if possible) or character objects.
Note that 'evaluate.jsp' has a single web form (Figure 2) whose target is 'evaluate.jsp' itself. Interaction with a user consists of repeated calls to the page, with possibly modified parameters. The example given illustrates table and figure display, emphasizing a variety of input styles (pull-down, radio button, text box). The data frame Theoph is plottable eight different ways (grouped or ungrouped, conditioned or unconditioned, log or linear) with an adjustable smoothing span. Internally, 'evaluate.jsp' follows a well-defined sequence:
1. Capture any parameters specified by the user.
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3. Echo parameters to the R session as necessary.
4. Create and display a figure.
5. Present a form with current parameters as the defaults.
Additionally, static text is included to illustrate a very simple way of presenting tabular data.
Development
Sumo is intended as a template for web application developers. ant -f build.xml
Security
Sumo inherits most of its security attributes from the infrastructure on which it builds. Since the R session is created with a Secure Shell connection, it has exactly the file access configured at the machine level for the particular user. The JSPs and related servlets, which are not user-modifiable, verify the user before proceeding. 'SpecificImageServlet' (called from 'evaluate.jsp') can be used to request arbitrary files, but it defers to the R session's verdict on read permission. Over http, login credentials may be vulnerable to discovery. Where necessary, administrators may configure Tomcat or Apache to use the secure http protocol (i.e. https).
Persistence
While it is possible to evaluate R expressions in isolation, more functionality is available if results can persist in session memory or in hardware memory. Sumo uses both forms of persistence. A session is created for each user at login, and persists across page requests until logout. Files created on behalf of the user are stored in the server file space associated the user's account. The application developer can take advantage of both. In some cases, it is possible to create R sessions that persist, not just within server sessions, but also across them. On systems supporting 'screen' (e.g. Linux, OS X), the command used to start R can be configured in 'sumo.xml' as screen -d -r || screen R --vanilla An R session will be attached if one exists, else a new one will be created. On logout, the R session persists, and is reattached at next login.
Discussion
While Sumo is not the first attempt at an R-enabled web application, it offers simple deployment and standard architecture. Deployment consists of dropping the Sumo archive into the 'webapps' directory of a running instance of Tomcat. Development can be as simple as editing the resulting text files, even while the application is running.
Like Rpad (Short and Grosjean, 2007) , Sumo accesses R functionality through the user's web browser. Rpad is arguably easier to deploy on a local machine, requiring only the Rpad package, but Sumo is easier to deploy on a server, as it requires no customization of Tomcat or Apache.
Relative to Sumo, rApache (Horner, 2012b ) is a more sophisticated solution for the development of R-enabled web applications. It uses the Apache web server rather than Tomcat. Sumo is an example application, whereas rApache is a module. As such, rApache remains generally unprejudiced with respect to design choices like those for authentication and persistence. Like Rpad, rApache requires server configuration. rApache is currently only available for Linux and Mac OS X, whereas Tomcat (and therefore Sumo) is available for those platforms as well as Windows.
Of broader utility than just for web pages, the packages brew (Horner, 2011) and R.rsp (Bengtsson, 2012) independently provide functions for text preprocessing. Expressions within delimiters are evaluated in R, substituting the resulting values into the original text. The delimiters are similar or identical to those used in Java Server Pages. Sumo retains such delimiters to evaluate Java expressions and introduces alternative delimiters to evaluate R expressions.
Rook (Horner, 2012a ) is a specification that defines an interface between a web server and R. Applications written against the specification can be run unmodified with any supporting server, such as R's internal web server or an rApache instance. As a convenience, Rook also supplies classes for writing Rook-compliant applications and for working with R's built-in web server. For comparison, Sumo is compliant with the Java Servlet specification and runs on supporting servers such as Tomcat.
Rserve (Urbanek, 2003) can be adapted for web applications, but is intended for applications where bandwidth is more important and security less so, relative to Sumo.
While Sumo does provide some access to the R command line, those interested primarily in running R remotely should favor the server version of RStudio (http://rstudio.org). RStudio provides some graphical interaction via the manipulate package, but the technique does not seem easy to formalize for an independent application.
Display of text is only briefly treated by Sumo; R2HTML (Lecoutre, 2003) seems a natural complement.
Summary
Sumo is a web application designed to be easily deployed and modified. It relies on industry-standard software, such as Tomcat and Secure Shell, to enlist the web browser as an interface to R functionality. It has few dependencies, few limitations, good persistence and good security. Enforced authentication of users allows unambiguous assignment of sessions and file space for full-featured use of R. The learning curve is shallow: while some Java is required, most interested parties will already know enough html and R to produce derivative applications quickly.
